A new blind channel estimation algorithm is proposed based on the finite alphabet property of the transmitted symbols and the correlation between the channel attenuations at the adjacent subcarriers. The new method preserves the classical OFDM transmitter structure with Cyclic Prefix (CP) used in all standardized multicanier systems (such as DAB, IEEE802.11& Hiperlad2, etc.) as well as the newly proposed OFDM with Zero Padding (ZP). The new method proves via simulations to provide an unbiased channel estimates and its performance is independent of the channel zero locations.
Introduction
There has recently been a large interest towards Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing [I] for digital broadcasting (Terrestrial Audio Broadcasting (DAB), Video Broadcasting (DVB) ...) and for mobile wireless broadband systems (HiilanD, IEEE802.1 la, and MMAC). The OFDM gained its popularity due to the ease with which it remedies the wireless multipath channel that causes inter-symbol intaference (ISI) by converting the channel to parallel flat fadiig channel across each subcarrier and hence simplifies the process of equalition at the receiver.
A way to avoid the need to h o w the channel is to use differential encoding (between the same subcarrier across blocks or between adjacent subcarriers in the same block) as proposed in the standards of DAB [I].
However differential modulation results in 3 4 loss compared to coherent demodulation. In order to reduce the spectral efficiency loss incurred by pilot symbols we can use blind or semi-blid methods for channel estimation which avoids (or at least reduces) the use of pilot symbols. A numerous blid channel estimation and blind equalition algorithms were developed in the literature (cf.
[2] for a survey on these algoritbms and the references therein).
In this paper, a new blind chamel estimation algorithm is proposed based on the finite alphabet property of the transmitted symbols and the use of the same idea of differential encoding across subcarriers in the same block (the assumption that the channel attenuations at adjacent subcarriers are approximately the same) and this new algorithm improves the performance compared to the subspace method of [3] for PSK modulation in the case of channels with short delay spread (for example: indoor channels). In addition, it is less complex especially for BPSK.
Notations and System Model
In the followin& let(.)r indicate the transpose and 
At the receiver end, first the cyclic prefix is removed (and so is the E31 (iter block interference) assuming that the channel is shorter than the cyclic preh). Denoting by rdi) the received Mxl vector after suppressing And due to the appending of the cyclic prefix the channel effect is circularized and it can he diagonalized using FFT at the receiver (41.
So we get:
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,where H(~'F') is the channel attenuation at carrier k. We now define the channel attenuation at the &ek corresponding to the CIR -
-rM(z'=diu~,)"(i)+ii,(i) = E&Z,(i)+ii,(i)
Blind Channbl Estimation

Inttaduftion
In this section, a new blind channel estimation algorithm is proposed. The finite alphabet property of the transmitted data symbols isused to get estimates of + ( e J $ ) and k E [O,M-11 .
Based on thii finite alphabet pmperry of the "mxl . symbols, a variety of algorithms were proposed in
[5],[6]. All of t h e algorithms are very complex and cannot be used practically for channels of high order (for example in Hiperlad2 in which L=16). So we propose here a new algorithm that is computationally efficient and can be used in estimation of channels with short delay spread. Then, under the assumption that the channel attenuations at adjacent subcarriers are approximately the same (used in diffmtial encoding across subcaniers) one of the possible Q values of H(ei3) is selected and the channel is esimakd withim a complex scale &or (ierent to all blind estimation algorithms).
The new algorithm is developed under the following assumptions (also used in [4]):
I. Symbols are drawn from finite alphabet set of size P, i.e., S;(i) E {E,]%, .
2. Noise is zero-mean complex Gaussian noise and independent of the data. where, 6, is a (L+l)xl vector and x, , is x that results in the 5. 6,now contains L+1 elements that characterizes the channel at L+l frequencies and to complete the estimation we search over the remainmg M-L-I frequencies and we select, at each fiquency, one of the possible Q values and use the same condition of equation (7) so Q*(M-L.-1) itemtiom are required to complete the estimation process.
L . -
In step 4, we neglected the eigen values less than 0.01 due to the bad condition of the ma& to be inverted (F,(x : x + L,1: L) ).
Simulation Results
+ .
In the simulations, we will use the channel models of the Hiperlad? and the Hiperlad? system parameters ( M = carriers and L=16 (CP length)), we will use BPSK modulation and use the Timedomain Nonnaliid Mean Square Error (TD NMSE) defined as:
as a performance measure yhk -SI'
Figures 2 and 3 compares the performance of the proposed method compared to the subspace method [3] for BPSK with channel model A (delay spread = 1 Ts) and channel model C (delay spread= 3 Ts) using 500 randomly genelated channels assuming exponential power delay profile and static channel. The improvdent in the performance is clear in both figures and Figure 2 shows that the proposed method can give the same performance of the subspace method using only a small number of received blocks and that is clear in Figure 4 which shows the convergence of both methods for channel A at SNR=30dB. This is an amactive property which indicates that this new algorithm can be applied for fast varying channels.
Conclusion
A new channel estimation algorithm is proposed, based on fmite alphabet property Of the transmitted symbols and the idea of differential encoding across subcarriers in the same block (the assumption that the channel attenuations at adjacent subovriers are highly correlated) that improves the performance compared to the subspace methods for PSK modulation in the case of channels with short delay spread (As in indoor channels).
The subspace method achieves a performance that is constellation independent but the new method is less complex specially for BPSK and gives a performance that is independent of the channel zero locations which cause failure of the subspace m&od of [3] if one (or more) channel zero is located on a subcarrier and 011 be used with the newly proposed OFDM with Zero Padding ( Z F ' ) [7] . Also the subspace requires at least (P+W received blocks to converge while the new algorithm can estimate the channel lium only one block in the noise free case and converges faster for the noisy c a s as clear in Figure 4. 
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